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ABSTRACT
Distributed Sensor Networks (DSNs) are ad-hoc mobile net-
works that include sensor nodes with limited computation
and communication capabilities. DSNs are dynamic in the
sense that they allow addition and deletion of sensor nodes
after deployment to grow the network or replace failing and
unreliable nodes. DSNs may be deployed in hostile areas
where communication is monitored and nodes are subject to
capture and surreptitious use by an adversary. Hence DSNs
require cryptographic protection of communications, sensor-
capture detection, key revocation and sensor disabling. In
this paper, we present a key-management scheme designed
to satisfy both operational and security requirements of DSNs.
The scheme includes selective distribution and revocation of
keys to sensor nodes as well as node re-keying without sub-
stantial computation and communication capabilities. It re-
lies on probabilistic key sharing among the nodes of a ran-
dom graph and uses simple protocols for shared-key dis-
covery and path-key establishment, and for key revocation,
re-keying, and incremental addition of nodes. The security
and network connectivity characteristics supported by the
key-management scheme are discussed and simulation ex-
periments presented.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computer-communication networks]: General—
security and protection

General Terms
Design, Security
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1. INTRODUCTION
Distributed Sensor Networks (DSNs) share several char-

acteristics with the more traditional embedded wireless net-
works [13]. Both include arrays of sensor nodes that are bat-
tery powered, have limited computational capabilities and
memory, and rely on intermittent wireless communication
via radio frequency and, possibly, optical links. Both in-
clude data-collection nodes, which cache sensor data and
make it available for processing to application components
of the network, and control nodes, which monitor the status
of and broadcast simple commands to sensor nodes. Al-
though in both networks most nodes have limited, if any,
mobility after deployment, some nodes are highly mobile
(e.g., data collection and control nodes placed on humans,
vehicles, aircraft). However, DSNs differ from the tradi-
tional embedded wireless networks in several important ar-
eas, namely: their scale is orders of magnitude larger than
that of embedded wireless networks (e.g., tens of thousands
as opposed to just tens of sensor nodes); they are dynamic
in the sense that they allow addition and deletion of sensor
nodes after deployment to extend the network or replace fail-
ing and unreliable nodes without physical contact; and they
may be deployed in hostile areas where communication is
monitored and sensor nodes are subject to capture and ma-
nipulation by an adversary. These challenging operational
requirements place equally challenging security constraints
on DSN design. (For a detailed analysis of the operational
and security constraints of DSNs, the reader is referred to
the work of Carman, Kruus, and Matt [3]).

Communication Security Constraints. The capabilities of
the sensor nodes for large-scale DSNs range from those of
Smart Dust sensors [5, 9] that have only 8Kb of program and
512 bytes for data memory, and processors with 32 8-bit gen-
eral registers that run at 4 MHz and 3.0V (e.g., the ATMEL
90LS8535 processor), to sensors that are over an order of
magnitude more capable in terms of processing speed (e.g.,
the MIPS R4000 processors) and memory capacity. The
power, energy and the related computational and communi-
cation limitations of nodes in this range make it impractical
to use typical asymmetric (public-key) cryptosystems to se-
cure communications. For example, Carman, Kruus, and
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Matt [3] report that on a mid-range processor, such as the
Motorola MC68328 “DragonBall,” the energy consumption
for a 1024-bit RSA encryption (signature) operation is much
higher than that for a 1024-bit AES encryption operation;
i.e., about 42 mJ (840 mJ) versus 0.104 mJ. Further, the
energy consumption for transmitting a 1024-bit block over
a distance of approximately 900 meters using a typical com-
munication subsystems such as Sensoria WINS NG RF at
10 Kbps and 10 mW of power is about half that of RSA
encryption (i.e., 21.5 mJ) and even less for reception (14.3
mJ). Substantially less energy is spent to communicate over
smaller distances, since power is proportional to the square
of the distance. Also, in the range of sensor capabilities we
consider, symmetric-key ciphers and hash functions are be-
tween two to four orders of magnitude faster than digital
signatures [3]. Hence, symmetric-key ciphers, low-energy,
authenticated encryption modes [6, 8, 11], and hash func-
tions become the tools of choice for protecting DSN commu-
nications.

Key Management Constraints. Traditional Internet style
key exchange and key distribution protocols based on infras-
tructures using trusted third parties are impractical for large
scale DSNs because of the unknown network topology prior
to deployment, communication range limitations, intermit-
tent sensor-node operation, and network dynamics. To date,
the only practical options for the distribution of keys to
sensor nodes of large-scale DSNs whose physical topology is
unknown prior to deployment would have to rely on key pre-
distribution. Keys would have to be installed in sensor nodes
to accommodate secure connectivity between nodes. How-
ever, traditional key pre-distribution offers two inadequate
solutions: either a single mission key or a set of separate
n-1 keys, each being pair-wise privately shared with another
node, must be installed in every sensor node.

The single mission-key solution is inadequate because the
capture of any sensor node may compromise the entire DSN
since selective key revocation is impossible upon sensor-
capture detection. In contrast, the pair-wise private sharing
of keys between every two sensor nodes avoids wholesale
DSN compromise upon node capture since selective key re-
vocation becomes possible. However, this solution requires
pre-distribution and storage of n − 1 keys in each sensor
node, and n(n − 1)/2 per DSN, which renders it impracti-
cal for DSNs using, say, more than 10,000 nodes, for both
intrinsic and technological reasons. First, pair-wise private
key sharing between any two sensor nodes would be unusable
since direct node-to-node communication is achievable only
in small node neighborhoods delimited by communication
range and sensor density. Second, incremental addition and
deletion as well as re-keying of sensor nodes would become
both expensive and complex as they would require multiple
keying messages to be broadcast network-wide to all nodes
during their non-sleep periods (i.e., one broadcast message
for every added/deleted node or re-key operation). Third, a
dedicated RAM memory for storing n − 1 keys would push
the on-chip, sensor-memory limits for the foreseeable future,
even if only short, 64-bit, keys are used1 and would com-
plicate fast key erasure upon detection of physical sensor

1The approximately 80KB of dedicated key memory will
have to be stored in RAM since keys can be dynamically
added/deleted. This represents a substantial fraction of the
on-chip RAM memories for the processors at the high end
of the range considered.

tampering (viz., Section 2.4).
Our Approach. We propose a simple key pre-distribution

scheme that requires memory storage for only few tens to
a couple of hundred keys, and yet has similar security and
superior operational properties when compared to those of
the pair-wise private key-sharing scheme. Our scheme relies
on probabilistic key sharing among the nodes of a random
graph and uses a simple shared-key discovery protocol for
key distribution, revocation and node re-keying. Prior to
DSN deployment, we distribute a ring of keys to each sensor
node, each key ring consisting of randomly chosen k keys
from a large pool of P keys, which is generated off-line. Be-
cause of the random choice of keys on key rings, a shared
key may not exist between some pairs of nodes. Although
a pair of nodes may not share a key, if a path of nodes
sharing keys pair-wise exists between the two nodes at net-
work initialization, the pair of nodes can use that path to
exchange a key that establishes a direct link. Therefore,
full shared-key connectivity offered by pair-wise private key
sharing between every two nodes becomes unnecessary. We
use random graph analysis and simulation to show that what
really matters in key pre-distribution is the shared-key con-
nectivity of the resulting network. For example, we show
that to establish “almost certain” shared-key connectivity
for a 10,000-node network, a key ring of only 250 keys have
to be pre-distributed to every sensor node where the keys
were drawn out of a pool of 100,000 keys, leaving a sub-
stantial number of keys available for DSN expansion (viz.,
Sections 3 and 4). We also show that the security charac-
teristics of probabilistic key distribution based on random
graphs are suitable for solving other key-management prob-
lems of DSNs, such as selective revocation of a node’s keys,
node re-keying, and incremental addition/deletion of nodes.

Related Work. Symmetric key pre-distribution has been
used in past research, but with a focus on group and broad-
cast communication. For group communication [1, 2], this
research tries to accommodate any set of up to k users while
being secure against collusion between some of them. Pre-
distribution is used to alleviate the cost of communication
between group members and to setup a common secret key;
however, memory constraints are not placed on group mem-
bers. Other work on broadcast encryption [4] focuses on key
distribution to support broadcast communication between
slave nodes and a master node - an impractical approach for
large-scale DSNs.

2. OVERVIEW OF THE BASIC SCHEME
In this section, we present the basic features of our scheme,

deferring its analysis for the next section.

2.1 Key Distribution
In our scheme, key distribution consists of three phases,

namely key pre-distribution, shared-key discovery, and path-
key establishment.

The key pre-distribution phase of our scheme consists of
five off-line steps, namely generation of a large pool of P
keys (e.g., 217 - 220 keys) and of their key identifiers; random
drawing of k keys out of P without replacement to establish
the key ring of a sensor; loading of the key ring into the
memory of each sensor; saving of the key identifiers of a key
ring and associated sensor identifier on a trusted controller
node; and for each node, loading the i-th controller node
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with the key shared with that node. 2 As shown in the next
section, the key pre-distribution phase ensures that only a
small number of keys need to be placed on each sensor node’s
key ring to ensure that any two nodes share (at least) a key
with a chosen probability; e.g., for a probability of 0.5, only
75 keys drawn out of a pool of 10,000 keys need to be on
any key ring.

The shared-key discovery phase takes place during DSN
initialization in the operational environment where every
node discovers its neighbors in wireless communication range
with which it shares keys. The simplest way for any two
nodes to discover if they share a key is that each node broad-
cast, in clear text, the list of identifiers of the keys on their
key ring. This approach does not give an adversary any
attack opportunity that he does not already have. For ex-
ample, if an adversary captures a node he can discover which
key of that node is used for which link by decrypting commu-
nications; and if he does not capture a node, the adversary
can mount a traffic analysis attack in the absence of key
identifiers.

Alternate methods exist which hide key-sharing patterns
among nodes from an adversary thereby establishing private
shared-key discovery. These methods would force an adver-
sary to conduct traffic analysis to discover the pattern of key
sharing. For example, for every key on a key ring, each node
could broadcast a list α, EKi(α), i = 1, · · · , k, where α is a
challenge. The decryption of EKi(α) with the proper key
by a recipient would reveal the challenge α and establish a
shared key with the broadcasting node.

The shared-key discovery phase establishes the topology
of the sensor array as seen by the routing layer of the DSN. A
link exists between two sensor nodes only if they share a key;
and if a link exists between two nodes, all communication on
that link is secured by link encryption. Note that it is possi-
ble that the same key is shared by more than a pair of sensor
nodes, since the key rings consist of keys drawn randomly
from the same pool. This does not cause a link-security ex-
posure because, in normal mode of operation sensor nodes
trust each other and, during the revocation phase following
node-capture detection, revocation of a captured node’s key
ring ensures that the small set of (k) keys on that ring are
removed network-wide.

The path-key establishment phase assigns a path-key to se-
lected pairs of sensor nodes in wireless communication range
that do not share a key but are connected by two or more
links at the end of the shared-key discovery phase. Path
keys need not be generated by sensor nodes. The design of
the DSN ensures that, after the shared-key discovery phase
is finished, a number of keys on a key ring are left unas-
signed to any link. For example, both analysis (Section 3)
and simulations (Section 4) show that even without special
provisioning a substantial number of keys are left unused
on key rings. Provisioning for sufficient ring keys that are
left unassigned by the determination of key-ring size (k) can
also anticipate both the effects of revocation and those of

2Note that the key shared by a node with the i-th con-
troller node, Kci, can be computed as Kci = EKx(ci), where
Kx = K1⊕, ...,⊕Kk, Ki are the keys of the node’s key ring,
ci is the controller’s identity, and EKx denotes encryption
with node key Kx. Hence, the keys shared by a node with
controllers, which are only infrequently used, need not take
any space on the key ring. However, in this case, a Kci

would change upon any key change on a ring.

incremental addition of new sensor nodes, since both may
require the execution of the path key establishment phase
after shared-key discovery. The analysis and simulations
presented in the next sections indicates that such provision-
ing is especially simple.

2.2 Revocation
Whenever a sensor node is compromised, it is essential

to be able to revoke the entire key ring of that node. To
effect revocation, a controller node (which has a large com-
munication range and may be mobile) broadcasts a single
revocation message containing a signed list of k key identi-
fiers for the key ring to be revoked. To sign the list of key
identifiers, the controller generates a signature key Ke and
unicasts it to each node by encrypting it with a key Kci.
(Recall that keys Kci are shared by the i-th controller with
each sensor node during key pre-distribution phase.)

After obtaining the signature key, each node verifies the
signature of the signed list of key identifiers, locates those
identifiers in its key ring, and removes the corresponding
keys (if any). Once the keys are removed from key rings,
some links may disappear, and the affected nodes need to
reconfigure those links by restarting the shared-key discov-
ery and, possibly path-key establishment, phase for them.
Because only k out of P keys are removed from the pool
for every revoked node, revocation affects only a few other
nodes and a small part of their key ring but it disables all
connectivity of the compromised node.

2.3 Re-Keying
Although it is anticipated that in most DSNs the lifetime

of a key shared between two nodes exceeds that of the two
nodes, it is possible that in some cases the lifetime of keys
expires and re-keying must take place. Re-keying is equiv-
alent with a self-revocation of a key by a node. As such, it
does not involve any network-wide broadcast message from a
controller and, hence, is especially simple. After expired-key
removal, the affected nodes restart the shared-key discovery
and, possibly, the path-key establishment, phase.

2.4 Resiliency to Sensor-Node Capture
The unattended operation of sensors in hostile areas raises

the real possibility of sensor-node capture by an adversary.
Although node capture is a general threat that affects all
security mechanisms, not just a node’s key ring, it is worth
examining the resiliency of a key management scheme to
such a threat.

We distinguish between two levels of threats posed by
node capture and potential countermeasures. The first is
that of active manipulation of a sensor’s data-inputs. Al-
though this threat does not necessarily require a physical
attack against a sensor, it does imply that an adversary can
disseminate bogus data in the DSN. Such an attack cannot
usually be prevented and it may not be practical, or even
possible, to detect it by physical DSN surveillance (e.g., by
satellite or aerial imagery). In general, detection of such
attacks is especially difficult since sensor nodes may not
necessarily communicate in an erratic or anomalous man-
ner. Hence, traditional anomaly-detection techniques may
not apply. Detecting a sensor’s data input manipulation
may require data correlation analysis and data-anomaly de-
tection, possibly off-line, by collection and processing nodes.
While such analysis can detect active insertion of bogus data
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by an adversary, it requires redundant sensor coverage of de-
ployment areas and, hence, sufficient sensor-node density in
the DSN.

The second level of threat materializes when a sensor node
is under the complete physical control of the adversary. This
level includes the first, and in addition enables an adversary
to mount attacks against other sensors of the DSN. For ex-
ample, an adversary can launch a “sleep-deprivation attack”
[13] that may exhaust the batteries of the sensor nodes with
whom the captured node shares keys by excessive commu-
nication. Handling sensor-node capture typically requires
that tamper-detection technologies [7, 13, 14] be used to
shield sensors in such a way that physical sensor manipu-
lation would cause the erasure of the sensor’s key ring and
the disabling of the sensor’s operation3. For some sensor
designs, it may be practical to encrypt a node’s key ring in
a key-encrypting key whose erasure can be very fast.

Although we assume tamper-detection via sensor-node
shielding that erases the keys of captured nodes, we note
that our key-distribution scheme is more robust than those
based on a single mission key or on pair-wise private shar-
ing of keys even in the face of physical attacks against cap-
tured unshielded sensor nodes. In the single mission key
scheme, all communication links are compromised, whereas
in the pair-wise private key sharing, all n-1 links to the cap-
tured unshielded node are compromised. In contrast, in our
scheme only the k � n keys of a single ring are obtained,
which means that the attacker has a probability of approx-
imately k

P
to attack successfully any DSN link (viz., sim-

ulation results of Section 4). The node’s shared keys with
controllers could also be re-created by the adversary, but
this does not affect any other sensor nodes.

3. ANALYSIS

3.1 DSN Connectivity with Random Graphs
The limits of the wireless communication ranges of sen-

sor nodes, not just the security considerations, preclude use
of DSNs that are fully connected by shared-key links be-
tween all sensor nodes. For example, two nodes that are not
in wireless communication range cannot take advantage of
their shared key in a fully connected network. Moreover, it is
unnecessary for the shared-key discovery phase to guarantee
full connectivity for a sensor node with all its neighbors in
wireless communication range, as long as multi-link paths of
shared keys exist among neighbors that can be used to setup
a path key as needed. Further, extra shared-key provisioning
is required for incremental network growth and, possibly, for
path-key establishment following revocation and re-keying.

Let p be the probability that a shared key exists between
two sensor nodes, n be the number of network nodes, and
d = p ∗ (n − 1) be the expected degree of a node (i.e., the
average number of edges connecting that node with its graph

3The problem of detecting and handling sensor-node capture
is reminiscent of the somewhat similar concerns regarding
the fast destruction of cryptographic keys by British agents
captured on enemy territory during World War II. For ex-
ample, the Special Operations Executive equipped its agents
in the occupied Europe with cryptographic keys printed on
silk, which could be easily camouflaged in a coat’s linings,
cut and burnt. Other examples of the fundamentally dif-
ficult problem of detecting and handling agent capture are
provided by Leo Marks’ vivid account [10].
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Figure 1: Expected degree of node vs. number of
nodes, where Pc = Pr[G(n, p) is connected]

neighbors). To establish DSN shared-key connectivity, we
need to answer the following two questions:

- what value should the expected degree of a node, d,
have so that a DSN of n nodes is connected? and,

- given d and the neighborhood connectivity constraints
imposed by wireless communication (e.g., the number
of nodes n′ in a neighborhood), what values should
the key ring size, k, and pool, P , have for a network
of size n? In particular, if memory capacity of each
sensor limits the key ring size to a given value of k,
what should the size of the key pool, P , be?

Random-graph theory helps answer the first question. A
random graph G(n, p) is a graph of n nodes for which the
probability that a link exists between two nodes is p. When
p is zero, the graph does not have any edge, whereas when
p is one, the graph is fully connected. The first question of
interest is what value should p have such that it is “almost
certainly true” that the graph G(n, p) is connected.

Erdős and Rényi [12] showed that, for monotone proper-
ties, there exists a value of p such that the property moves
from “nonexistent” to “certainly true” in a very large ran-
dom graph. The function defining p is called the threshold
function of a property. Given a desired probability Pc for
graph connectivity, the threshold function p is defined by:

Pc = lim
n→∞

Pr[G(n,p) is connected] = ee−c

where

p =
ln(n)

n
+

c

n
and c is any real constant.

Therefore, given n we can find p and d = p ∗ (n − 1) for
which the resulting graph is connected with desired proba-
bility Pc.

Figure 1 illustrates the plot of the expected degree of a
node, d, as a function of the network size, n, for various val-
ues of Pc. This figure shows that, to increase the probability
that a random graph is connected by one order, the expected
degree of a node increases only by 2. Moreover, the curves of
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Figure 2: Probability of sharing at least one key
when two nodes choose k keys from a pool of size P

this plot are almost flat when n is large, indicating that the
size of the network has insignificant impact on the expected
degree of a node required to have a connected graph.

To answer the second question above, we note that the
wireless connectivity constraints may limit neighborhoods to
n′ � n nodes, which implies that the probability of sharing a
key between any two nodes in a neighborhood becomes p′ =

d
(n′−1)

� p. Hence, we set the probability that two nodes

share at least one key in their key rings of size k chosen from
a given pool of P keys to p′ and then derive P as a function of
k. This derivation takes into account that the size of the key
pool, P , is not a sensor-design constraint. In contrast with
k, which is limited by the sensor memory size, the key pool is
generated and used off-line and hence its size, P , can be very
large. To derive the value of P , given constraint k for a p′

that retains DSN connectivity with an expected node degree
d, we note that p′ = 1−Pr[two nodes do not share any key],
and thus

p′ = 1 − ((P − k)!)2

(P − 2k)!P !

(viz., derivation in Appendix A4). Since P is very large,
we use Stirling’s approximation for n!,

n! ≈
√

2πnn+ 1
2 e−n

to simplify the expression of p′, and obtain:

p′ = 1 − (1 − k
P

)2(P−k+ 1
2 )

(1 − 2k
P

)(P−2k+ 1
2 )

Figure 2 illustrates a plot of this function for various val-
ues of P . For example, one may see that for a pool size P
= 10,000 keys, only 75 keys need to be distributed to any
two nodes to have the probability p = 0.5 that they share a
key in their key ring. If the pool is ten times larger, namely

4We could have used the “birthday paradox” to derive the
formula for p′ but that would have given us only an approx-
imation of p′ since the keys of a ring are drawn out of the
pool of size P without repacement.

P = 100,000, the number of keys required is 250, which is
only 3.3 times the number of keys distributed in the case
P = 10,000. This provides intuition for the scalability of
our approach. Of course, to determine the final the size of
the key ring we need to provision for addition of new nodes,
revocation, and re-keying. The scalability properties of our
solution indicate that such provisioning will have minimal
impact on the size of key rings.

3.2 An example
To understand how the scheme works we present a simple

numerical example. Let us assume that a DSN has n=10,000
nodes and that we want the resulting network to be con-
nected with probability Pc = 0.99999. This means the net-
work will “almost certainly” be connected. Further, assume
that that each node in the DSN has a wireless communica-
tion range that requires a neighborhood connectivity of 40
nodes.

Using the Erdős and Rényi’s formula we find that c =
11.5. For this value of c we obtain p = 2 ∗ 10−3 and d =
2 ∗ 10−3 ∗ 9999. It follows that if in our network each node
can communicate with, on the average, 20 other nodes out of
the n = 10, 000 nodes, the network will be (almost certainly)
connected. The formula of p′ above shows that if we set p′ =
p = 2∗10−3 and select an especially small value of k, say k =
15, we must have a pool size P = 100, 000 (also viz., Figure
2). Of course, larger values of k can be accommodated by a
pool size P = 100, 000, as seen below.

The requirement that each neighborhood consists of n′ =
40 sensor nodes, implies that instead of p = 2∗10−3 we now
have p′ = d

n′−1
= 20

40−1
≈ 0.5. This means that either the

size of the key ring, k, or the pool size, P , or both, must in-
crease. For example, the formula for p′ above indicates that
we now need to increase the key ring size k from 15 to 250 if
we intend to use the same pool size P = 100, 000. Further-
more, if the neighborhood size is increased to n′ = 60, then
p′ = 20

60−1
≈ 0.33. The formula for p′ above indicates that

we now need only a key ring size of k = 200 for a pool size
of P = 100, 000 keys.

4. SIMULATIONS
We use simulation to investigate the effect of the various

parameters on different DSN sizes. Of particular interest
are the efficiency and scalability of our scheme and also the
determination of some parameter values that cannot be eas-
ily computed, such as the diameter of the resulting secure
network.

The simulations assume a network of 1,000 nodes with an
average density of 40 sensor nodes in a neighborhood. Each
simulation is run 10 times with different seeds for the ran-
dom number generator, and the results presented represent
the average values on the 10 runs, unless otherwise noted.

4.1 Effect on the network topology
The fact that two nodes may not share a key during

the shared-key discovery phase means that, from a network
router’s point of view, a link does not exist between those
two nodes. This has an effect on the average path length
(i.e., the number of links) between two nodes after shared-
key discovery. We compute this value for various sizes of the
key ring and show the result on Figure 3. This figure indi-
cates that the average path length of the network depends
on the size of the key ring. The smaller k is the higher
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the probability that a link does not have a key and, there-
fore, longer paths need to be found between nodes. In this
example, the network gets disconnected for small k.

Because some links may not be keyed, a node may need to
use a multi-link path to communicate with one of its wireless
neighbors. Although this path would be used only once (to
send the key to use for the link encryption), it should not
be very long; otherwise the delay and communication cost
to setup a path key with a neighbor may be high. In this
example, we show how the multi-link path from a node to
one of its neighbor varies with k.

Figure 4 shows that the effect of traversing multiple links
(hops) to set up a path key is negligible. If a neighborhood
node cannot be reached via a shared key (i.e., one link or
one hop), it will take at most two or three links to contact
it. Since this has to be done only once to setup the path
key, the effects are negligible. With k = 75, only half of
the neighbors are reachable over a single link, but most of
the other may be reachable over in three-link paths. While
for k = 50 only one third of the nodes are reachable over a
single link, but at most four links are needed for a path to
contact all of them.
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Figure 5: Usage of the key pool (P = 10,000)

4.2 Effect of an Attack against Unshielded
Sensor Nodes

We suggested that capture of an unshielded node leads to
the compromise of only k keys and that an adversary could

only attack k∗number of links
P

links. We verified this fact
by observing how many keys are used to secure links in the
simulated DSN and how many links are secured with the
same key.

Figure 5 shows that, out of the pool of 10,000 keys, only
50% of the keys are used to secure links, only 30% are used
to secure one link, 10% are used to secure two links, and only
5% are used to secure 3 links. This suggests that compromise
of one key does lead to the compromise of another link with
probability 0.3, of two other links with probability 0.1, and
so on.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a new key management scheme for large-

scale DSNs. All such schemes must be extremely simple
given the sensor-node computation and communication limi-
tations. Our approach is also scalable and flexible: trade-offs
can be made between sensor-memory cost and connectivity,
and design parameters can be adapted to fit the operational
requirements of a particular environment. We illustrated
the effect of modifying design parameters using both analy-
sis and simulations. The results indicate that our scheme is
superior to the traditional key pre-distribution schemes.
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Appendix A
The probability that two key rings share at least a key is
1 - Pr[two nodes do not share any key]. To compute the
probability that two key rings do not share any key, we note
that each key of a key ring is drawn out of a pool of P keys
without replacement. Thus, the number of possible key rings
is:

P !

k!(P − k)!

Pick the first key ring. The total number of possible key
rings that do not share a key with this key ring is the number
of key-rings that can be drawn out of the remaining P − k
unused key in the pool, namely:

(P − k)!

k!(P − 2k)!

Therefore, the probability that no key is shared between
the two rings is the ratio of the number of rings without a
match by the total number of rings. Thus, the probability
that there is at least a shared key between two key rings is:

1 − k!(P − k)!(P − k)!

P !k!(P − 2k)!
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